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Walking into one of the exhibition rooms of Bozar (the Palais des Beaux-Arts/Centre for Fine Arts) in Brussels in the autumn of 2010, I was puzzled by a sculptural work that offered a strangely ...
Breaking Resemblance: The Role of Religious Motifs in Contemporary Art
When Willy Suitor soared through the air in a rocket belt at Super Bowl I, it wasn't hard to imagine we would all be flying around someday. Why aren't we?
Failure to Launch: Why Jetpacks Never Took Off
Buenos Aires hosts one of Latin America’s most influential art fairs (arteBA); it was crowned UNESCO’s first City of Design in 2010 ... into something strangely familiar yet altogether ...
A First-Timer’s Art-and-Design Guide to Buenos Aires
Like the speed of everyday life in contrast to the steady pace of a human ... but little bits and pieces of it felt familiar to me. It felt like it had been a lot longer than a year.” Alexander had ...
12 Best Songs of the Week: Tachys, Ora the Molecule, Wet Leg, Indigo De Souza, and More
Some of the spaces are precisely, mathematically oriented to capture rare celestial events, while others are shaped and lit to make everyday sunsets ... given this ancient design a spaceage ...
James Turrell’s Light Fantastic
4, and while it’s not a busy cockpit there are plenty of physical buttons and switches that help to make it a very familiar environment for Audi ... comes with a flat false floor for easy loading.
Audi Q4 e-tron review 2021
So yeah, there's loads of reasons to start embracing inclusive design, and I can't think of any reasons not to. Great. Well, yes, whether you are wanting to become more familiar with accessibility ...
Podcast transcript: Why digital accessibility is good for business
In the interview below, Maria talks about the horrors of everyday 18th-century life that afflicted rich ... Did you find one character easier to inhabit and write about than the other? Strangely, no.
Maria McCann
Otherwise, it gets too familiar, predictable and stale ... There are times when ‘Stalin’ gets cold-shouldered by his colleagues, and other times when he seems strangely young all of a sudden. One way ...
Christopher Wilson
Anyone moving up in class from compact cameras and consumer or APS-C-based DSLRs will find the design ... most of the familiar settings. But while the 5D Mark III's dial looked strangely half ...
Canon 6D Field Test
If the Gherkin sounds familiar, we’ve seen it before as part ... The shifting might take a little getting used to, but it’s a clean design that uses full sized keys, so when it comes to ...
Tiny Mechanical Keyboard, Powered By Pi Pico
The Mini Cooper S is too familiar a sight to warrant a second look these days but, that apart, it’s still the most distinctive and adventurous design ... the Alfa’s strangely attractive ...
Hot hatch group test - Mito Cloverleaf v Clio Gordini v Punto Abarth v Cooper S
While excavations at villages such as Skara Brae and Barnhouse have revealed much about their everyday lives ... along with more familiar items such as animal bones and pottery.
Neolithic Europe's Remote Heart
Strangely, there’s limited joy to be had ... although it does sound much better than the now familiar turbocharged ‘four’. The xDrive set-up, with its electronically controlled multi-plate ...
BMW M340i xDrive saloon 2020 review
The post-revolution excitement mingled strangely with the heavy tension of the war ... and the return of Soviet propaganda. None of which stops everyday life, including weddings — flowers and ...
From Euromaidan to the Naked Cowboy: The 15th Docudays UA International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival
The thing about a great vacation is that you spend your time doing nothing important, and it makes whatever you do in your regular, everyday life seem less important ... they might as well stay at ...
Marolt: Pain and gain from a hike to Crested Butte
Her lyrics tend to deal in the everyday frustrations of twentysomething life; whether in character or not, it comes as a mild shock to hear her singing about accepting any drugs she’s offered in ...
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